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Abstract 
This paper compares several approaches for implementing multi-threaded servers in a distrib
uted environment using the thread-encapsulation library of the ACE object-oriented toolkit. It 
designs, implements, measures and compares the performance of different single-threaded and 
multi-threaded server architectures taking into account various factors, such as execution 
overheads and consumption of shared system resources. It is shown that in certain system ar
chitectures, multi-threading can improve the overall performance of the system, by allowing for 
a more efficient use of the hardware resources. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Distributed applications are designed to take advantage of connectivity, inter-networking, 
parallel processing, replication, extensibility and cost effectiveness offered by distributed com
puting. Some distributed applications use software servers like name servers, network file 
servers etc. They can benefit from using a concurrent model of execution to perform their 
functions, as queuing delays caused by contention between requests for services are reduced 
when several requests can be processed at the same time. In order to provide concurrent serv
ices, various techniques such as queuing requests internally and handling them iteratively, or 
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forking separate processes to handle individual requests, can be adopted. However, these 
methods are cumbersome and error-prone. A more convenient approach is to multi-thread 
services so that concurrency can be achieved as every thread deals with one request at a time, 
in parallel with the other threads. This simplifies the code and improves its understanding. An 
added bonus is that, for some system architectures, multi-threading services improves the 
overall performance of the system. Intuitively, multi-threading is a means to improve the per
formance of software servers by allowing concurrent processing of requests. Various commu
nication rnidwares (like DCE and CORBA implementations) make use of multi-threading to 
provide concurrency. However, different implementation techniques introduce different over
heads and consume different system resources. 

The material presented in this paper is intended for an audience interested in the strategies 
and tactics of concurrent programming techniques using threads. Some of the performance is
sues discussed are valid for single and multi-threaded server implementations, irrespective of 
the platforms or rnidware on which they are based. 

All implementations in this paper are based on the Adaptive Communication Environment 
(ACE) toolkit, developed at the Dept. of Computer Science, Washington University, St. 
Louis, U.S.A., by Douglas C. Schmidt [10], which provides a set of reusable C++ wrappers, 
classes and frameworks that perform common communication tasks such as event demultiplex
ing, event handler dispatching, connection establishment, routing, dynamic configuration of 
application services and concurrency control. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief overview of Solaris 2.5 thread 
mechanisms, Section 3 presents ACE design patterns, Section 4 discusses the implementation 
of various Client/Server implementations based on ACE, Section 5 describes the experimental 
setup and results, and finally Section 6 presents some concluding remarks. 

2. OVERVIEW OF CONCURRENCY CONCEPTS 

This section provides an overview of concurrent programming and multi-threading, defines key 
terminology and highlights the salient points of the various alternative mechanisms available for 
concurrent programming. It concentrates only on the Solaris 2.5 operating system because the 
ACE toolkit available at the time this paper was written was compiled on Solaris 2.5. 

2.1 Threads and Threading Models 

A thread is an independent series of instructions executed within a single process address 
space. Thus, a conventional UNIX process, known as a heavy-weight process, contains a sin
gle thread of control and has resources like virtual memory, I/0 descriptors, signal handlers, 
run time stack etc. In contrast, a multi-threaded process consists of independently executing 
threads. These threads are often known as light-weight processes as they maintain minimal 
state information, require less overhead to spawn and synchronize, and inter-communicate via 
shared memory rather than message passing. Conventional operating systems (such as variants 
of UNIX and Windows NT), support the concurrent execution of multiple processes, each of 
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which may contain one or more threads. A process serves as the unit of protection and re
source allocation within a separate hardware protected address space. A thread serves as the 
unit of execution that runs within a process address space that is shared by zero or more 

threads. A typical Solaris 2.5 multi-threading architecture (Powell, 1991 ; POSIX) operates at 
2 levels - kernel space and user space and consists of the following components, as shown in 
Figure 1: 
• CPU - It executes user-level and 
kernel-level instructions. 
• Kernel Threads - These are the fun
damental entities that are scheduled and 
executed by the CPU in kernel space. 
Each kernel thread has a small data 
structure and stack, maintained by the 
OS kernel, and thus makes context 
switching between kernel threads rela
tively fast, as virtual memory informa
tion remains unchanged. 
• Lightweight Processes (LWPs) -
These are associated with kernel 
threads, and can be thought of as a 
"virtual CPU", upon which application 
threads are scheduled and multiplexed 
by a user-level thread library. In Solaris 
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Figure 1 Solaris multi-threading architecture. 

2.5, each UNIX process, instead of having a single thread of control, contains one or more 
LWPs, each of which is associated with a kernel thread. Application level threads are sched
uled by the Solaris 2.5 kernel level scheduler using LWPs. Context switching between LWPs is 
relatively slow, compared to context switching between kernel level threads, as each LWP 
maintains a large amount of state (virtual memory address ranges, timers, register data etc.). 
LWPs are scheduled by the kernel onto the available CPU resources according to their 
scheduling class and priority. However, switching between LWPs in a process is still much 
faster than switching between processes. 
• Application Threads - Application threads are application-spawned threads. Each applica
tion thread has a unique stack and register set, although it shares the process address space 
with other threads. Application threads may be: 

1. Bound- Each bound thread is mapped onto its corresponding LWP. If the underlying 
hardware consists of multiple CPUs, then programmers can take advantage of multi-processing 
by forcing independent tasks to execute in parallel on multiple CPUs. The number of bound 

threads is limited by the underlying kernel resources, as each bound thread requires the alloca
tion of kernel resources. 

2. Unbound - These are scheduled onto a pool of LWPs by a user-defined thread library, 
which invokes LWPs as needed and assigns them to execute runnable threads. After assuming 
the state of the thread, the LWP executes its instructions until completion, or till it gets 
blocked on a synchronization mechanism, at which time the thread library schedules another 

LWP to run. 
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2.2 THREADING MODELS 

Multi-threaded servers are designed to handle multiple client request simultaneously. Some of 
the common models adopted in the design of a multi-threaded server are (Schmidt, February 
1996) : 
• Thread per request - In this model, the server spawns off a thread for each request from a 
client, which means that the creational overhead for a thread is incurred for every request. In 
order to minimize consumption of OS resources and the overheads associated with spawning a 
thread, this model is useful only for long-duration requests from clients. 

• Thread per client - The server spawns off a thread for each client, which is exclusively as
sociated with it, for the entire period during which the client is connected to the server. This 
amortizes the cost of spawning a thread across multiple requests. Given sufficient OS re
sources, this model can achieve the highest throughput. This model reduces to the thread-per
request model for scenarios in which the client makes only one request. 

• Thread pool - This model tries to alleviate the cost of spawning a thread by pre-spawning a 
pool of threads, whose number may be fixed, or changed dynamically as per requirements. It is 
useful for scenarios in which OS resources are limited, so that resource consumption is mini
mized. However, it has the overhead of queuing delays to gain access to threads, when the 
number of simultaneous client requests exceeds the number of threads in the pool, at which 
time all the threads are busy. This model requires the most effort by the programmer to func
tion as intended. 
• Thread-per-object - In this model, each service in the server, associated with an object, is 
executed in a separate thread of control. This model is useful when the client requests are dis
tributed evenly among the objects, otherwise objects receiving a higher percentage of requests 
will become a performance bottleneck. This paper implements and evaluates the thread-per
request, thread-per-client and the thread-pool models. 

3. ACE DESIGN PATTERNS AND THEIR USE 

Any recurring solution(s) to a design problem can be characterized by a specific pattern which 
captures the static and dynamic structures of its solutions. Such a pattern is known as a design 
pattern (Schmidt, August 1995; Gamma, 1994; Schmidt, March 1996). Reuse of such patterns 
helps in developing better software architectures due to their emphasis on the strategic collabo
rations between key participants in a software architecture without overwhelming developers 
with excessive details. If used properly, design patterns can significantly reduce and simplify 
development efforts. This section gives a brief overview of the patterns used in developing the 
Client/Server model, implemented in ACE, on which this paper is based: 

• Reactor pattern - The Reactor pattern is an object behavioral pattern used to perform event 
demultiplexing and event handler dispatching (Schmidt, July 1996). This pattern is responsible 
for demultiplexing of events (such as timers, 1/0 events, UNIX signals) and dispatching the 
appropriate methods of pre-registered event handler(s) to process these events. Its implemen
tation uses a collection of extensible, reusable, type secure C++ classes integrated together to 
provide a portable interface which encapsulates the OS select and poll 1/0 demultiplexing 
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mechanisms. This pattern provides a relatively coarse grained concurrency control that serial
izes application event handling within a process at the event demultiplexing level, which helps 
in minimizing the number of threading, synchronization or locking controls needed for an ap
plication. 

• Acceptor Pattern - The Acceptor pattern is an object creational pattern that decouples the 
service performed once the connection is established, from the passive connection establish
ment mechanism i.e. it enables the tasks performed by network services to evolve independ
ently of the strategies used to passively initialize the services (Schmidt, November 1995). It 
minimizes connection establishment code for each server, makes connection establishment 
code portable across platforms containing different networking interfaces (such as sockets or 
TLI), and prevents accidental read/write operation of a passive-mode 110 handle. 

• Connector pattern - The Connector pattern is an object creational pattern that decouples 
the service performed once the connection is established, from the active connection estab
lishment mechanism (Schmidt, January 1996). It helps in reusing active connection establish
ment code for each new service efficiently, makes connection establishment code portable 
across platforms containing different network programming interfaces( such as sockets or TLI) 
and enables flexible service concurrency policies, regardless of the manner in which the con
nection was established 

• Active Object pattern - The Active Object pattern is used for simplifying synchronized ac
cess to a shared resource (by methods invoked in different threads of control). It decouples 
method execution from method invocation, so that independently executing threads can access 
data (modeled as a single object) in an interleaved fashion (Lavender, 1995). It helps in simpli
fying flow control (since each active object can block in its own thread of control, thereby al
lowing other threads of control to become active), concurrent programming (by providing 
simplified interfaces to synchronization variables) and to take advantage of the inherent con
currency in multi-processor platforms. From the above background, one can form a picture as 
to how the above patterns can be integrated together - The Clients make use of the Connector 
pattern to initiate a connection to the Server, which uses the Acceptor pattern to receive these 
connections. Both of them make use of the Reactor pattern to perform event demultiplexing 
and event handler dispatching. In addition, the thread pool Server makes use of the Active 
Object pattern to implement a pool of threads which are responsible for handling Client re
quests. 

4. CLIENT/SERVER ARCHITECTURE FROM AN ACE VIEWPOINT 

The system is based on a Client/Server (CIS) architecture. Network communication is ac
complished using the ACE object oriented network programming communication toolkit 
(Schmidt, April 1994). The client implementation is generic, with the same implementation 
being used for all the different Servers based on the different threading models. 
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4,1 Client 

The client implements the Reactor/Connector patterns (Schmidt, July 1995; Schmidt, January 
1996). The Reactor encapsulates the OS select mechanism, while the Connector (as well as the 

Acceptor ) encapsulates the various UNIX socket mechanisms. Its implementation remains the 

same for the different multi-threaded models. The object oriented design of the Client, modu
larized into its class components, has been shown in Figure 2 using the Unified Modeling Lan
guage (UML) Notation, developed by Booch and Rambaugh (Booch, 1994), which is a com
bination of both of their individual notations (Booch and OMT ). 

The application specific 
components Re
quest_Connector and Re
quest_lssuer) are respon
sible for processing and 
issuing requests to the 
Server. The connection 
oriented application 
components (Connector 
and Svc_Handler) are re
sponsible for actively ini
tiating connections to the 
server and sending data to 
the server. Lastly, the 
application independent 
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Figure 2 Class components for the client. 

N 

Reactive Layer 

Adaptive Service eXecutive (ASX) framework (Reactor and Event Handler classes) are re
sponsible for performing inter process communication (IPC), event demultiplexing and service 
dispatching (Schmidt, May 1994). The execution cycle of the Client goes through the follow
ing steps: 
• The main Client driver program uses the Connector: :connect to actively initiate a connec
tion to the Server, creating and registering a service handler (Request_Issuer) with the Reac
tor (thus ensuring that the Reactor will perform a callback as events concerning it occur). 

• It then enters the Reactor::handle_events loop that blocks till an event occurs (like an 110 
from the server). 
• As the events occur, the Reactor automatically calls the appropriate method, (the service 
handler's handle_input method in this case) in the previously registered Request_lssuer to 
perform the necessary application specific services. 

4.2 Server 

This section provides a brief synopsis of the Server design. Two main design issues in Server 

design relate to demultiplexing (Schmidt, March 1994; Stevens, 1990) of requests from Oi
ents, and concurrency. Accordingly, Server design can fall into the following two fundamental 

categories: 
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• Single Threaded Servers - These handle client requests sequentially by iterating through an 
infinite loop. New requests issued during the current processing of a request are queued. They 
are most useful for shorter duration services with relatively fixed execution times. 
• Concurrent Servers - These servers, either by using multi-processing or multi-threading 
techniques, handle multiple requests from clients simultaneously. They help to improve the 
system throughput when the arrival rate of request is greater than the rate at which they are 
processed. They are most useful for 1/0 bound, variable execution time services, or long du
ration services, as each client incurs a relatively smaller queuing delay for getting access to the 
server. 

4.2.1 Single Threaded Server 

As shown in Figure 3, the single threaded server implements the Acceptor/Reactor patterns 
[7][8]. The class components of the iterative Server are similar to the ones in the Client, with 
the Acceptor pattern replacing .............. , 
the Connector. The Re- J Sock Strea~ : Peer Stream: 

-·········. : 

quest_Acceptor is used for !!, service Processor» 

passively establishing an end- Request Handler 
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Handler to receive and proc
ess Client requests as they oc
cur. When the Server starts 
up, it creates a Re
quest_Acceptor object, which 
is an instance of the 
ACE_Acceptor class. This 
object, in tum, establishes a 
passive endpoint of communi
cation and instantiates a Re-

Figure 3 Class components for the single threaded server. 

quest_Handler object, which processes requests received from Clients. 

4.2.2 Concurrent Server 

The concurrent Server (in this case) uses threads to achieve concurrent processing. The con
current Server implements multiple threads of control by using the ACE Threads library, which 
encapsulate the underlying Solaris 2.5 threads and provide a portable, simplified and extensible 
interface for concurrent programming (Schmidt, September 1995). As discussed in Section 
2.2, the following models were adopted: 
• Thread-per-request- This server implements the Acceptor/Reactor patterns. However, un
like the iterative Server which works in a single thread of control, each callback by the Reac
tor to the appropriate method in the Request Handler triggers the spawning of a thread, which 
processes and returns the reply to the Client in a separate thread of control, then exits. 
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Threads are spawned and managed by an ACE Thread Manager [14] which encapsulates a set 
of mechanisms to manage a group of threads that collaborate to implement collective actions. 
• Thread-per-client- This implementation is similar to the thread-per-request Server, except 
that a thread is spawned for each Client, which processes requests from the Client for the 
whole interval during which the Client is connected with the Server (Vinosk.i, June 1996). 
Since each thread exists for the duration of a Client's connection to the Server, the correspond
ing Request Handler is not registered with the Reactor as it can function in its own thread of 
control and does not require callbacks by the Reactor to activate the appropriate method in 
the Request Handler (corresponding to requests coming in from different Clients). 
• Thread-pool - This Server is 
based on the Reactor/ Acceptor and 
Active Object patterns (Lavender, 
1995; Vinoski, April 1996). It pre
spawns a fixed number of threads (a 
design decision) at start-up which 
processes all incoming requests. In 
order to function as an Active Ob
ject, an object should be able to pro
vide support for dynamic linking, 
should be able to serve as an end
point of communication, should have 
multiple threads of control, should 
be able to store messages in a queue 
for subsequent processing and should 
be capable of executing user-defined 
services. An instance of the ACE 
Task class (Schmidt, September 
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1995), which provides an abstract Figure 4 Thread pool server architecture. 
interface satisfying the above condi-
tions, was used to implement the Active Object pattern. As shown in Figure 4, (similar to the 
single threaded Server implementation) the Reactor calls back to the appropriate Request 
Handler corresponding to requests from Clients. However, unlike the iterative Server, that Re
quest Handler puts the request in the Active Object's queue and returns, thus freeing the Reac
tor to handle requests from other Clients. One of the threads in the Active Object's thread pool 
takes this request off the queue, processes it and returns the result back to the appropriate Oi
ent. 

5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS 

This section describes the experimental setup of the system which was used for evaluating its 
performance. The system consisted of two SPARCstation-2, one SPARCstation-5, three 
SPARCstation-10120 and one SPARCU!tra machine, respectively. The network was based on 
an Ethernet topology, having a maximum bit rate of lOMbps. The Clients were distributed 
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among the different machines, 
however the Server was run alone 
on the SPARCUltra running at 
166 Mhz, with 64 Mb of RAM. 

5.1 Experiment Controller 
and Data Logger 

In order to setup the Server and 
Clients on different machines, and 
synchronize their data gathering, 
DECALS (Distributed Experi
ment Control and Logging Sys
tem) - a set of tools and libraries 
used to run and control distrib
uted applications over a network 
and collect measurement and trace 

Layered Server 

related data, was used (Elgillani, Figure 5 Pure and layered server architecture. 
1994). DECALS reads a set of 
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configuration files (for the system configuration), a list of experiments file- LOE (which speci
fies the number of different experiments to be conducted) and one or more experiment de
scription files - EXP (which indicate what is to be done for the experiments to be performed). 
Once the configuration information has been read, DECALS performs each experiment in tum 
(Figure 5). For each experiment, DECALS executes and synchronizes all the application proc
esses (Server and Clients), and simultaneously runs the collector, which is used to collect the 
application's measurements and trace information, using a procedural interface provided by 
DECALS libraries. 

5.2 The System Architecture 

This section describes the two types of system architecture implemented, as shown in 
Figure 5: 
• Pure Server Architecture - This represents a simplified version of the most common con
cept of a C/S system. The pure server architecture consists of a single software Server (a pure 
software server), and multiple Clients. (A pure software server is one which itself performs all 

the services requested by the Clients, and does not act as a Client for some other Server. It 
uses its CPU only, and does not perform any 110 or issue any request for services to other 
servers. If this condition is not true, the server becomes a mid-level server and the architecture 
changes to a layered-server one. 
• Layered Server Architecture - In this case, instead of just having a single Server for the 
system, the service provided to the Clients was distributed among two Servers, a front-end 
Server (mid-level), and a back-end Server (low-level). The mid-level Server receives a request 
from a Client, processes part of it, sends down a request to the low-level Server, waits for the 

result to come back, and sends it back to the Client. Thus, a mid-level server is one which uses 
the services of at least one other server, besides its own CPU. 
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Figure 6 Measurement results for the pure server architecture. 

5.3 Measurement Results And Performance Analysis 

A series of tests were conducted for all the different threading models, corresponding to the 
two architectures. The message size was kept constant at 4 bytes, while the socket size was 
fixed at the default size of SK. Although, it is known from previous studies (Courtois, Sep
tember 1996) that message size variation has a strong impact on the total response time, we 
kept the message size fixed and small for most of our experiments because our goal was to 
study multi-threading overheads. In (Courtois, September 1996), it is shown that the CPU 
cost-per-byte is non-monotonic and causes large fluctuations in the service time, and we 
wanted to avoid such fluctuations which would hide the effect of the overheads we were inter
ested in. Each Client execution cycle consisted of an exponential think time with 100 rnsecs 
average, and an active time, during which it sent requests and received replies from the Server. 

The Server service time was fixed at 10 rnsecs in order to highlight the impact of various 
multi-threading overheads, which would be of the order of a few milliseconds. As will be 
shown in Figure 10, larger service times and larger message sizes give the same overall per
formance behavior, but mask the difference between various multi-threading techniques. Al
though the think time could be used to vary the load on the system (as the arrival rate of serv
ice requests would change), the load on the system was varied by varying the number of Oi
ents in the system. Each test consisted of 300 sends/recvs, which were repeated for 10 times to 
account for performance variation due to transient load on the networks and hosts. The test re

sults obtained were within a confidence interval ± 2% of the mean at 95% confidence level. 

Figure 6 summarizes the performance results for the pure server architecture, for all the 
threading models. The single threaded Server shows the lowest cycle times of all the four 
models compared, which corresponds to the highest throughput achieved in the system. Since 
the pure-server architecture comprises of a single CPU, the single threaded model avoids the 
overheads of context switching between threads incurred by the other models (although con
text-switching between processes is present for all the four models). In case of the threaded 
models, the cycle times of all the three models are close to each other. Higher cycle times can 
be explained by the extra overheads incurred due to thread creation, scheduling and context 
switching, since all threads are time-multiplexed onto a single CPU. On an average, a typical 
call to the ACE_Thread::spawn() method, (which encapsulates the 0/S thread spawn system 
call), consumes around 3msec of CPU time, which compared to the overall service time, con
stitutes a highly significant overhead, which explains the fact that the thread-per-request model 
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exhibits the poorest performance, as can be seen from its throughput. To sum up, multi
threading servers in a pure-server architecture does not provide dividends in terms of system 
performance, as the CPU becomes the system bottleneck (i.e. we have a hardware bottleneck). 

Figure 7 highlights the superior performance of the threaded architectures compared to the 
single threaded architecture, for the layered server architecture. The service requested by the 

Clients is assumed to consist of a CPU intensive operation performed by the mid-level server, 
and an I/0 intensive operation performed by the low-level server. The low-level server is based 
on the thread-per-client model, and remains the same for all the models being compared. The 
highest throughput is achieved by the thread-per-client model, followed by the thread-pool 
model. In case of the thread-per-client model, each thread can perform an I/0 operation, from 
the mid-level server to the low-level server, in parallel, and since there are as many threads as 
Clients, the interval of time for which a Client gets blocked reduces, thereby increasing the 

overall throughput of the system. It also minimizes the overheads of thread creation, unlike the 
thread-per-request model, since each thread is created for the interval during which a Client 
remains connected to the Server. In case of the thread-pool model, two effects contribute to its 
poorer performance with respect to the thread-per-client model. As shown in Figure 4b, the 
Reactor is responsible for event demultiplexing and call-backs to the appropriate Re
quest_Handler, which in tum enqueues the request received, to be serviced by one of the 
threads in the thread pool. However, in order to ensure that the Reactor does not block for the 
interval of the service provided by a service handler, de-registering of the service handler 
(Request_Handler) from the Reactor is required, thus ensuring that the Reactor blocks only 
during the call-back to the appropriate service handler (true for any event demultiplexing 
mechanism). Furthermore, in order to ensure that the next subsequent request reaches the 
service handler, it must again be re-registered with the Reactor, after the current request has 
been served. This de-registering and re-registering of the service handler with the Reactor, 
each consuming approximately 3 msecs of CPU time, constitutes an appreciable overhead, 
when compared to the overall service time. Another factor involves the queuing/de-queuing of 
requests to/from the global queue. Each queue/de-queue operation is synchronized by mutexes, 
thereby ensuring atomic operation, which however, is at the cost of additional overhead of ac
quiring/releasing mutexes. The single threaded model, as expected, shows the lowest through
put. In this case, since the mid-level server is single-threaded, it blocks all requests arriving 

during the service of a request until it gets back a reply from the low-level server for the cur
rent request, thereby producing a queuing delay, which leads to its low throughput. Therefore, 
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Figure 8 Midlevel server utilization for the single-threaded/thread-pool servers 

the mid-level server becomes the system bottleneck, even if its CPU and the low-level server 
are not used at their full capacity. Such a bottleneck is known as a software bottleneck 
(Neilson, 1995). This effect is illustrated in Figure 8, which shows the utilizations of the mid
level server and low-level server for the single threaded and thread-pool models respectively. 
Both the mid-level server and the lower-level server have equal service times, due to which 
their curves are overlapped in Figure 8. The utilization of a resource represents the percentage 
of time the resource is busy. For example, the mid-level server is busy with a request from the 
moment it accepts it to the moment it completes its service, including the time it waits for the 
low-level server. As it can be seen, in the single-threaded mid-level server case, the system 
bottleneck is the mid-level server, not the lower one i.e. we have a software bottleneck. The 
mid-level server causes the system to saturate at around II clients. Its CPU and the low-level 
server remain under-utilized, with the maximum utilization at around 16%. 

In such situations, the bottleneck can be 
removed, or mitigated, by increasing the 
number of threads in the mid-level server. 
Stated in another manner, we push down 
the request queue to the low-level server, 
thereby increasing its utilization, as dem
onstrated by the mid-level server utilization 
for the thread-pool server in Figure 8. In 
case of the thread-pool model, the mid
level server still remains the bottleneck. 
However, the system now saturates at 
around 19 clients and the low-level server 
utilization increases to around 33%. 
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Figure 9 Memory consumption due to threads. 

5.4 Comparison between the Thread-per-Client and the Thread-Pool 
Server models 

In general, whenever the issue of multi-threaded servers arise, it is usually a case of making a 
choice between a thread-pool server and a thread-per-client (also known as a thread-per
session) server. Spawning a thread consumes vital system resources. Figure 9 shows the in
crease in the size of a process (in memory and resident, for Solaris 2.5) , as the number of 
threads spawned increases. This consumption of system resources can be an extremely strong 
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incentive for choosing the thread-pool model implementation over the thread-per-client (even 
if the latter has a better performance than the former, as shown in the previous section). 

lf the system load is so high that it causes an unacceptable amount of context switching be
tween threads in the thread
per-client model, it is highly 
probable that the thread-pool 
model's performance will be 
on par, or even better than 
the than the former. In the 
previous implementation for 
the thread-pool model, the 
message size itself was in
significant, thereby causing 
the Reactor overhead to be
come significant. As shown 
in Figure 10, two more ex-
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periments were performed: Figure 10 Effect of different service times and message sizes. 
(i) Message size was in-
creased to 1024 bytes (as compared to the previous cases when it was 4 bytes) and (ii) Server 
service times were increased by twenty times to 200 msecs, keeping all the rest of the parame
ters constant. In case of increase in service times, it can be seen that the thread-pool model's 
performance equals that of the thread-per-client model, which can be explained by the fact that 
the Reactor overhead now becomes insignificant. 

In case of increase of message size, the thread-pool model performs as well as the thread-per
client until the system load increases beyond 15 clients. This can be attributed to the fact that 
the CPU demand for the operating system's read/write calls (carried out by the threads) is 
significant, compared to the overhead incurred by the Reactor's demultiplexing of UO events, 
and since this overhead is incurred by both the models, they are both equally affected. Two 
factors contribute to the thread-pool model's poor performance, compared to the thread-per
client, beyond 15 clients: (i)) the Reactor overhead of registering and de-registering (3 msecs) 
is significant compared to the overall service time of 10 msecs. and, to a lesser extent (ii) The 
number of threads is fixed at 15, which means that all of them become busy as soon as the 
system load increases beyond 15 clients, thereby causing internal queuing in the mid-level 
server, in addition to queuing at the operating system level. 

Another deciding factor in choosing between the two models could be the number of system 
file-descriptors available. These experiments were conducted on a system running Solaris 2.5, 
which had a maximum of 64 file descriptors. In case of the thread-per-client model, the number 
of file-descriptors required equals the number of clients that request services. This limitation 
arises due to the fact that there is no event demultiplexer, like the Reactor in the thread-pool 
model, so that each thread has to be assigned a unique socket for communication with the Cli
ent (and hence a unique file-descriptor). The thread-pool model, on the other hand, can avoid 
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this limitation, by assigning a socket for one or more Clients, thereby freeing file-descriptors 
for other operations, like communicating with other servers. 

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper, we examined several different multi-threaded server models for two different ar
chitectures. Multi-threading is a means to improve the performance of software servers by al
lowing them to serve requests concurrently. In case of the pure-server architecture, multi
threading a software server which does not require the services of any other server except of 
its own CPU does not produce any performance gains, as the system bottleneck is a hardware 
one, i.e. the CPU itself. Multi-threading in such a case can be detrimental to system perform
ance due to execution overheads, as illustrated by the measurement results. However, in case 
of the layered server architecture, the mid-level server uses the services of the low-level server, 
in addition to its own CPU. In such a case, multi-threading the mid-level server, which repre
sents a software bottleneck, will bring substantial performance gains. By increasing the number 
of concurrent threads in such a server, the bottleneck is pushed down to lower levels, allowing 
for a more efficient use of the servers below and thereby increasing the overall system per
formance. Also, whenever the issue of multi-threading arises, as shown in the previous sec
tions, it is often better to opt for the thread-pool model in comparison to the thread-per-client 
model, specially from the point of view of system resource consumption. 
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